
We have adopted the Group slogan, “Toward a Beautiful Age - Tokyu Group,” as our universal value standard, and by 
developing a variety of businesses closely linked to the lives of our customers, including transportation infrastructure 
business, urban development business, lifestyle service and retail business, and hospitality businesses, we are constantly 
proposing new ways of living to our customers in order to contribute to solving social issues through urban and com-
munity development from a long-term perspective. Toward our social mission of pursuing a harmonious society and the 
happiness of each individual, we aim to create beautiful living environments while building relationships of trust with 
our stakeholders.

Mission and Roles in Society

Standard Values

Origin / DNA Group Slogan

Toward a Beautiful Age―Tokyu Group

Mission Statement

We shall strive to create beautiful 
living environments, in which each 

person can pursue individual 
happiness in a harmonious society.

Based on a foundation of security nurtured through 

trust with our stakeholders, we value the comfort 

created by harmony, attentiveness responds to the 

particular needs of each individual, propose high-

quality, and sophisticated daily living.

Tokyu’s Inherited DNA

Tokyu Corporation traces its roots back to Den-en-toshi Company, which was started in 1918 under the leadership of Eiichi Shi-

busawa. The company interpreted Ebenezer Howard’s theory of the rural city, which was being propagated in England at the 

time, in a Japanese way, and presented to the world the lifestyle of commuting by train from the lush greenery of suburban resi-

dential areas to the city center. This Den-en-toshi Corporation spun off its railway division as a separate company, Meguro-Kama-

ta Electric Railway Company, which was established on September 2, 1922, leading to the company we know today.

In response to the social issues of housing shortage and improvement of 

living environment in the heart of Tokyo after World War II, Keita Goto, the 

chairman at that time, announced the Josai-nan Area Development Prospec-

tus in 1953 to construct a new rural city as well as transportation routes in 

Kawasaki and the northern area of Yokohama. This plan led to the develop-

ment of the Tama Den-en-toshi area, which was later developed together 

with the local community. The Company’s roots are in public transportation 

and land development, and we have developed by serving as an engine of 

growth for each other.

Facing social issues head-on and providing new value through urban and 

community development is in our Tokyu DNA.

Customers

Business 
partners Building Trust

What We Aim for - Create beautiful living environments

What We Aim for

Eiichi Shibusawa Keita Goto

Local 
communities

Global 
environment

Employees

Shareholders
and 

investors

Solving social 

issues through urban 

and community 

development

Beauty is the guiding·principle and standard of value for Tokyu 

Group as it meets the challenges of the future. For all of us 

in Tokyu Group, the beauty we aspire to is a universal beauty 

deeply impressing anyone who encounters it, regardless of their 

generation or culture. We aim to create a beauty in harmony 

with people, their communities, and the natural environment. 

With beauty as our touchstone, Tokyu Group’s goal is to create 

beautiful living environments, which reflect our desire to serve 

our customers by refining our products and services, raising 

quality, and promoting good health. We are making every effort 

to realize this vision, and moreover, we aspire to play an active 

role in creating a more harmonious society, overflowing with 

kindness and consideration, so that all people may find genuine 

happiness and express an individual lifestyle.

Our slogan, “Toward a beautiful age,” expresses the 

commitment of all of us in Tokyu Group to continually pursue 

beauty, and proclaims our determination to lead the way in 

creating beautiful living environments.
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Understanding Tokyu ▶

1950

2.03million

1960

3.30million

1970

4.03million

1980

4.21million

1990

4.44million

2000

4.69million

2010

5.22million

Population in areas 
served by Tokyu’s 
railway lines

Development

Along Tokyu’s 
railway lines

Operating Revenue and Population in Areas Served by Tokyu’s Railway Lines

Comparison between the railway business and  
the real estate (sales and leasing) business-Image of changes in 

the proportion of operating revenue

▔ Population　■ Operating revenue

* Population in areas served by Tokyu’s railway lines is calculated based on the demographic statistics of 17 municipalities along Tokyu’s railway lines.
* Consolidated accounts have been applied since FY1977, and the new consolidated accounts system and annual securities reports amendment have been applied since FY1999.

Railway Real estate

Railway

Sales

Stable railway earnings  
through expansion of railway network

Expansion of real estate sales due to  
the start of the land readjustment project

Further expansion of real estate leasing 
through large-scale redevelopment

Maturation of the land readjustment project 
and expansion of real estate leasing

Lease Lease

Lease

A History of Creating New Value
 - Solving social issues through urban and community development

Since its establishment, the Company has been promoting urban and community development while balancing the pub-
lic and private aspects of our business with the development of public transportation and residential areas. In response 
to the social issues that arise in each area as times change, we have been working to continuously enhance the value of 
the area by providing life services and lifestyles from a new perspective in addition to the above.

Pursuit of convenience Pursuit of abundance Selection and concentration Pursuit of diversity

● Formation of the early railway network 
(establishment to 1940s)

● Den-en-toshi Line extends to Nagatsuta (1966)
● Shin-Tamagawa Line opens (1977)
● Interconnection with Hanzomon Line starts (1978)

● Mekama Line system is changed, and 
interconnection with the Namboku and Mita 
Lines begins (2000)

● Minatomirai Line opens, and interconnection 
operation begins (2004)

● Chain Store Business (1956)
● Tourism Business (1956)

● Cable television business, credit card business (1983) ● Security Business (2004)

● Schoolchild nursery business (2008)
● Senior Housing with services business (2010)
● Satellite shared office for members business (2016)

● Living and mobility services for suburban 
residential areas

● Reconstruction of Shibuya and putting in place 
functions for convenience of everyday lives

● Improve transportation convenience by expanding the  
railway network

● Deepening people’s enrichment (from quantity to quality)

● Development of Tama Den-en-toshi with an excellent living  
environment

● Further expansion of the railway network and 
improvement of comfort

● Intensive investment in areas served by Tokyu’s 
railway lines

● Started redevelopment of Shibuya

● Solving urban issues and improving the attractiveness of 
communities through integrated redevelopment of communities 
and stations

● Bringing closer work, living, and play, and encouraging relocation
● Supporting the lives of diverse generations / Safe and secure 

urban and community development

1918 to 1950s
Reconstruction from earthquakes and war, and 
the concentration of population in large cities

1960 to 1980s
From rapid economic growth to a mature 
society

1990 to 2000s First half
Collapse of the bubble economy, declining 
birthrates and an aging population

Late 2000s to present
Progression of declining birthrates and an aging 
population, and inbound demand

● Toyoko Department Store  
opens (1934)

● Tokyu Bunka Kaikan opens  
(1956)

● Fashion Community  
109 opens (1979)

● Bunkamura multipurpose  
cultural facility opens (1989)

● Shibuya Mark City opens  
(2000)

● Cerulean Tower opens  
(2001)

● Den-en-chofu subdivision  
starts (1923)

● Announcement of the  
development concept of  
Tama Den-en-toshi area (1953)

● Completion of the first land  
readjustment project in Tama  
Den-en-toshi  
(Nogawa No. 1, 1961)

● Tama Plaza Tokyu Shopping Center opens (1982)

● Grandberry Mall  
(Japan’s first open-mall  
outlet mall) opens (2000)

● Tama Plaza Terrace fully opens (2010)
● Conclusion of Next-generation Suburban Development  

Agreement with Yokohama City (2012)
● Futako-Tamagawa Rise fully opens (2015)
● Minami-Machida Grandberry Park opens (2019)

1932 Tamagawa-
dai (Den-en-chofu) 
residential district

Bunkamura multipurpose 
cultural facility

Cerulean Tower

A History of Creating New Value

Lifestyle service

Shibuya

Transportation

Values offered

Offering value 
required in 
the new era

● All businesses: Group reorganization 
(from 286 to 235 companies in 3 years from 2002)

Real estate
Real estate

Real estate

Railway
Railway

Sales

Sales

● Meguro Line extends to Hiyoshi (2008)/ Oimachi Line extends to Mizonokuchi (2009)
● The Toyoko Line’s Shibuya Station goes underground, and interconnection with the 

Fukutoshin Line begins (2013)
● Tokyu Shin-Yokohama Line will open, and interconnection with the Sotetsu Line will 

begin (scheduled for FY2022)

● Shibuya Hikarie opens (2012)
● Shibuya Stream opens (2018)
● Shibuya Scramble Square Phase I (East Building) opens  

(2019)

Futako-Tamagawa Rise
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Understanding Tokyu ▶

*1  TOKYU EBITDA = Operating profit + Depreciation + Amortization of goodwill + Disposal cost 

of fixed assets + Interest and dividend income + Investment gains (loss) from equity method

* Figures in parentheses represent actual results for FY2019.

* Figures in parentheses represent actual results for FY2019.

Operating Revenue Distribution Ratio

Hotel / Resort

3.8%

Life Services

60.9%

Transportation

15.3%

Real Estate

19.9%

Total operating revenue

935.9 billion yen

Breakdown of Operating Profit TOKYU EBITDA*1 Breakdown Total Assets Distribution Ratio

Hotel / Resort

5.7%

Headquarters, etc.

4.8%

Real Estate  

43.3%

Transportation

29.9%
Total assets

2,476.0 billion yen

Life Services

16.3%

As of March 31, 2021

FY2020 Results by Segment

The Group consists of 136 subsidiaries and 33 affiliates (as of March 31, 2021) in the following areas of business: 
transportation infrastructure, urban development, lifestyle service and retail, and hospitality. 
Focusing on the areas along Tokyu's railway lines, we are engaged in urban and community development from a 
long-term perspective and developing businesses that are closely linked to the lives of our customers.

Initiatives to address social issues
●  Promotion of healthy and affluent lifestyles for local 

residents (senior facilities, childcare for school and 
preschool children, education, sports facilities, IENAKA 
(in-home) services)

●  Provision of convenient facilities and services to meet 
the diversification of lifestyles and work styles (super-
markets, commercial facilities, telecommunications)

Characteristics and strengths

・ A highly convenient network  
with direct interconnections.
・ Safe, secure, universal,  

and comfortable services

Characteristics and strengths

・ Build a wealth of customer contacts 
and trust through IENAKA (in-home) 
and MACHINAKA (downtown) 
business, supporting the lives of 
various generations of customers with 
diverse needs

Characteristics and strengths

・ Providing hospitality services that 
enhance the quality of life and 
responding to the diversification of 
values and lifestyles with trusted brands 
nationwide

Characteristics and strengths

・ Development of areas that are not 
stand-alone facilities to address the 
issues in cooperation with the local 
community and government
・ “Work,” “live” and “play” are functionally 

developed, centered on railway lines

Initiatives to address social issues
●  Prevention of accidents (100% installation of platform 

screen doors, etc., 100% installation of obstacle de-
tection devices at railway crossings, measures against 
natural disasters)

●  Barrier-free initiatives (100% barrier-free routes, ac-
quisition of service care assistants)

●  Improvement of environmental performance (intro-
duction of new rolling stock, operation using 100% 
renewable energy on the Setagaya Line)

●  Mobility improvement (suburban MaaS, tourism-type 
MaaS)

Initiatives to address social issues
●  Development and area management to respond to lo-

cal needs and issues (Shibuya, Minami-machida Grand-
berry Park, etc.)

●  Promotion of self-contained and dispersed structures 
bringing closer work, living and play (Futako-tamagawa, 
satellite share office, etc.)

●  Urban and community development in harmony with 
the global environment (Futako-tamagawa, Minami-
machida Grandberry Park, etc.)

Initiatives to address social issues
●  Contribution to regional development (employment, 

local production for local consumption)

● �Providing experience value to meet the diversification 
of lifestyles (entertainment, workation)

● �Reduction of environmental impact and promotion of 
resource recycling (hydrogen hotel, use of waste plas-
tics, etc.)

Business Overview

Cable Television Business

Electricity Retailing, Gas Agent Business

Schoolchild, Preschool Nursery Business

Department Store Business

Shopping Center Business

Chain Store Business, etc.

Business activities

Hotel Business

Golf Business

Resort Business, etc.

Business activities

Real estate sales, leasing, 
management business

Overseas business, etc.

Business activities

Railway business

Bus business

Airport management business, etc.

Business activities
Total annual passengers

Households connected  
to CATV 
(its communications Inc., 
Cable Television Shinagawa)

Hotels
Office building space 
for lease
(The Company's ownership)

Number of stations with 
platform screen doors, 
etc., installed
(including fixed platform barriers 
equipped with sensors)

Number of nursery school 
and school children’s 
facilities 
(including leased, direct management, 
and publicly commissioned)

Time-share resorts
Number of (directly managed) 
satellite shared office 
facilities

Number of passengers 
per year at airports under 
management
(7 airports in Hokkaido, Sendai 
Airport, Mt. Fuji Shizuoka Airport)

Supermarkets

Golf coursesRental housing

Tokyu Railways 
Approx. 800 million

Tokyu Bus Corporation 
Approx. 110 million

1.15 million households

3 brands, 44 facilities

12,011 rooms
Approx. 362,000m2

All stations served by 
Tokyu’s railway lines
(excluding Setagaya Line and 

Kodomonokuni Line)

89 facilities

17 facilities85 facilities

9.54 million 87 stores

5 locations36 facilities 1,251 units

Transportation 
Infrastructure 

Business
(Transportation Segment)

Urban Development 
Business

 (Real Estate Segment)

Transportation -26.0 billion yen (27.0 billion yen)

Real Estate 28.9 billion yen (29.0 billion yen)

Life Services -3.8 billion yen (13.4 billion yen)

Hotel / Resort -31.2 billion yen (1.4 billion yen)

Elimination, etc. 0.4 billion yen (0.8 billion yen)

Lifestyle Service 
and Retail Business

 (Life Services Segment)

Hospitality 
Business 

 (Hotel and Resort Segment)

Business Overview

Total operating profit -31.6 billion yen (68.7 billion yen) Total TOKYU EBITDA 74.7 billion yen (176.5 billion yen)

Transportation 26.4 billion yen (76.0 billion yen)

Real Estate 54.4 billion yen (53.3 billion yen)

Life Services 13.9 billion yen (32.3 billion yen)

Hotel / Resort -26.3 billion yen (3.4 billion yen)

Headquarters, etc. 6.2 billion yen (11.3 billion yen)
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Understanding Tokyu ▶

We operate in one of the most populous and consumer-intensive areas in Japan. Drawing on the business expertise cul-
tivated in areas served by Tokyu’s railway lines, we are also expanding business into locations outside these areas.

Fields of Business Expansion

The Characteristics of the Urban Development 
that Tokyu Has Created

- From Shibuya to Tama Den-en-toshi, a railway line-type TOD* -The areas served by Tokyu’s Railway Lines are located in the south-

west of Tokyo and is home to 15% of the Tokyo metropolitan area’s 

population. In addition, Tokyu Line stations are highly favored in sur-

veys such as those ranking cities where people want to live.

We will continue to work to maintain and expand our social 

value and corporate value while keeping abreast of social changes, 

including behaviors and needs.

1. Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)

The first is the formation of communities centered on the 

station, through transit-oriented development (TOD) that 

combines both transportation and suburban residential devel-

opment. We have adopted the concept of a “Garden City” 

proposed by Ebenezer Howard of England to create an urban 

environment and landscape rich in nature. In addition, Radburn 

design, which separates automobiles from pedestrians, and cul-

de-sac design, which prevents passing traffic from entering res-

idential areas, have been adopted to create communities that 

are friendly to the living environment. Furthermore, by combin-

ing this design with the railway system, we have achieved both 

the convenience of urban access and a suburban lifestyle rich 

in nature. Tama Den-en-toshi is attracting attention from gov-

ernment officials of other countries and financial institutions 

engaged in international development, such as the World Bank, 

as an urban and community development centering on railway 

that does not depend on automobiles.

2.  Regional development based on a long-term 
concept

Secondly, the land readjustment project area alone covers an 

area of 3,213 hectares, which was developed through total 

coordination. Starting from the announcement of the pur-

pose and concept of the development of Joseinan Area (the 

south-western suburbs of Tokyo) in 1953, the urban area was 

developed based on a comprehensive and strategic master plan 

covering the entire area of 5,000 hectares, including the land 

readjustment project involving 58 cooperatives. One example 

is the Amenity Plan Tama Den-en-toshi, which aims to create a 

more comfortable city by promoting the development of urban 

service facilities, greenery, transportation, schools. Even if short-

term profitability is difficult to achieve, we aimed to improve the 

area’s value over the long term.

Tama-plaza Station area

At the United Nations Summit in September 2015, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were ad-
opted, and the area along the Den-en-toshi Line from Shibuya to Tama Den-en-toshi is a prime example 
of sustainable urban and community development, with three main characteristics.

3.  Enhance area value through continuous 
development

Thirdly, we have not finished building and selling housing lots, 

but have continued to carry out various projects and invest-

ments in response to the changing times. In addition to the 

continuous development of commercial facilities in the vicinity 

of the main stations (Tama-plaza, Aobadai, and Minami-ma-

chida Grandberry Park) and the introduction of a variety of 

functions as the community matures (including research and 

development centers for work, halls and sports facilities for 

culture and leisure), we have realized a series of attractive 

communities along the railway line through comprehensive 

development, including the utilization of land by landowners 

along the line. Recently, the redevelopment of the area in front 

of stations has been promoted, and hubs such as Sangen-jaya, 

Yoga, Futako-tamagawa, and Mizonokuchi have been connect-

ed from Shibuya to Tama Den-en-toshi, contributing to the en-

hancement of the value of the area in a wide area by forming a 

unique town with various functions and services.

In addition, we are working to create sustainable commu-

nities through the promotion of urban and community devel-

opment activities that take advantage of collaborative relation-

ships among industry, government, academia, and the local 

communities, as well as the formation of hubs where various 

entities can interact and create together.

Josei-nan Area Development Prospectus
In 1953, in front of local landowners, then-Chairman Keita Goto 
announced an objective and concept for development of “Joseinan 
Area” (the south-western suburbs of Tokyo)

Previously, it was predicted that the population living in areas 

along Tokyu’s railway lines would peak in 2020, but the latest data 

indicates that the population is forecast to continue growing until 

2035. This is thought to be due in part to the urban development 

by the Company along the railway lines, such as in Shibuya, Futa-

ko-tamagawa and Tama-plaza.

We will contribute to the revitalization of cities and the creation of beau-

tiful living environments in our business areas by expanding business 

into areas and regions where we can take advantage of the strength.

  Making inroads into the airport management business 

by utilizing expertise cultivated in the transportation 

infrastructure business

Built on a basis of safety, the airport management business has a 

high degree of affinity with the transportation infrastructure busi-

ness. Thus, we have begun accepting contracts for the management 

of airports as a new business that allows us to maximize the Group’s 

expertise. Using airport management as a foothold, our aim is for 

mutual growth in cooperation with existing Group businesses, such 

as “Tohoku,” “Shizuoka/Izu,” “Hokkaido,” and “Hiroshima.”

  Overseas urban development

In rapidly growing Vietnam, we are expanding urban development 

integrated with public transportation through the development of 

environments for work, living, and play, combined with the bus busi-

ness. In addition, in Thailand we are promoting residential properties 

and residential leasing services, and in Australia, we are engaged in 

housing land development and urban development (infrastructure 

development and employment promotion projects).

Business Development along Areas Served by Tokyu’s Railway Lines

Business Expansion Outside the Areas Served by Tokyu’s Railway Lines

!!"#$%&'"()"(*+,"-&

0
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1
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Motomachi-Chukagai

Tokyu Line
Minatomirai Line
Directly connected subway line
JR Yamanote Line
Shinkansen
Other JR and private railway lines

Tokyo
Shinjuku

Shibuya

Nakameguro

Gotanda

Oimachi

Haneda
Airport

Shimotakaido

Sangen-jaya

Meguro

Ookayama

Hatanodai

Jiyugaoka
Futako-tamagawa

Den-en-chofu
Tamagawa

Kamata

Mizonokuchi

Musashi-kosugi

Hiyoshi

Kawasaki

Tama Plaza

Aobadai

Kodomonokuni

Nagatsuda

Minami-Machida 
Grandberry Park

Chuo-rinkan Kikuna

Yokohama

▶ Region served by Tokyuʼs railway lines ▶  Dynamics of population demographics in the areas served 

by Tokyuʼs railway lines (total population)

Binh Duong New City, Vietnam 

KAZE SHUTTLE

Yanchep, Western AustraliaHarmoniQ Residence Sriracha

Si Racha, Thailand

Hokkaido area, including 
the New Chitose Airport 

7 airports

Region served by
Tokyu’s railway lines

Mt. Fuji Shizuoka Airport

Hiroshima Airport
(Operations started from July 2021)

Sendai Airport

2000

120

110

100

90

80

(%)

20202005 20252010 2030 20402015 2035 2045 (FY)

* The ratio is based on the figure for 2000 as 100

Figures for 2020 and beyond are estimates

17 municipalities along 
Tokyu’s railway lines

Peak 2035

Tokyo plus
3 prefectures

Nationwide

Source: National Institute of Population and Social Security Research (Estimate as of 2018)

Map: © Kokusai Kogyo Co., Ltd. - Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.

■ 17 municipalities along Tokyu’s railway lines　■ Tokyu Tama Den-en-toshi

Fields of Business Expansion

◆Area: 492 km2

◆�Population: 5.5 million (including foreigners) 15% of greater Tokyo metropolitan area (Tokyo plus 3 prefectures) (Basic resident registers as of January 1, 2020)
◆�Taxable income per capita: 1.5 times the national average (2018 Housing and Land Survey of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications)
◆Estimated scale of consumer spending: 8,645.0 billion yen*
*  Calculated by multiplying the preliminary value for the “average consumption expenditure of all households” in the wards of Tokyo, Yokohama City and Kawasaki City (source: Annual Report on 

the Family Income and Expenditure Survey 2020, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications) by the “number of households” in the 17 municipalities along Tokyu’s railway lines (source: Ba-

sic Resident Register Population Survey, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications)

* TOD (transit-oriented development)

The concept of TOD was popularized in 1993 when the American architect Peter Calthor-

pe advocated urban development by experimenting with public transportation in order to 

break free from the automobile. Even before TOD became the focus of global attention, 

the railway line-type TOD was a uniquely development model in Japan that integrates 

transportation with suburban residential and urban development, as well as terminal sta-

tion development, based on the premise of using public transportation in order to lead to 

healthy urban growth in response to the concentration of population in urban centers.
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